DVD/FILMS Performance Permissions

A. **Home Use Only Videorecordings** (Title 17, U.S.C. Copyright, Section 110 (1))
   - May **not** be shown for public performance
   - May only be used for “face-to-face” classroom teaching where the instructor is in the classroom with the students unless, through the copyright procedure, the producer has specifically required that an institutional copy be purchased
   - May be placed on reserve in the Library

B. **Public Performance Videorecordings**
   - May be viewed by individuals and groups in a variety of campus settings including viewing in a classroom, in the library, or in other College buildings
   - May be placed on course reserve in the library to use in-house
   - May be circulated by the library
   - May **not** be broadcast or transmitted on or off campus without special permission

C. **Educational Performance Videorecordings**
   - May be viewed by individuals and groups in a variety of campus settings including viewing in a classroom, in the library, or in other College buildings
   - May be placed on course reserve in the library to use in-house
   - May be circulated by the library
   - May **not** be broadcast or transmitted on or off campus without special permission